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Explained enthusiasts being a source of intense euphoria by detractors as a reason for brain
damage as well as death, Ecstasy has taken about unprecedented numbers of interest -- and
misinformation. While Ecstasy can be found across America in rooms and night clubs, reliable
information regarding the drug isn't.

Methylenedioxymethamphetamine, generally known as Ecstasy, or MDMA, is structurally such
as a blend of methamphetamine (speed) and the hallucinogen mescaline.

MDMA isn't a new drug, in fact it had been patented in 1913 (patent #274.350) through the
German chemical company Merck supposedly to be removed as a diet pill (the patent doesn't
mention any intended use). Merck decided against marketing the drug together anything
related to it. As outlined by urban legend, the united states army tested MDMA in 1953 just as
one truth serum, but there is no known evidence supporting this.

Inside the seventies some doctors were researching using MDMA to facilitate counseling,
nevertheless it was discovered to have way too many damaging negative effects. The FDA
banned MDMA in 1985 which makes it illegal for virtually any use through the entire U.S. and
placed it in the same drug classification as LSD and heroin: a classification that also includes
the statements "no accepted medical use", "lack of accepted safety for use" and "high risk of
abuse". Then some fool named it "Ecstasy" and everybody had to have some.

MDMA is taken orally, usually as a tablet or capsule, the consequences which can last up to
six hours. Users are convinced that it gives an elevated feeling of compassion, the desire to
get close web-sites and the capability to dance all day on end. Due to speed effect, MDMA
can suppress the desire to eat, drink or sleep, enabling users to disclose 2 to 3 day marathon
parties. Consequently, MDMA use sometimes leads to severe dehydration or exhaustion.
Physical signs include dilated pupils, increased blood pressure levels and heartrate. MDMA
use has ended in deaths from hyperthermia (a soaring fever), liver and kidney damage.
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MDMA could cause long-term damage, regardless of whether that damage isn't immediately
visible. In monkeys, experience of MDMA for just four days caused brain damage which was
still evident six to seven years later. The same study provides further evidence that folks taking
MDMA could be risking permanent brain damage.

The human brain cells, actually all of the cells in your whole neurological system, run on a
system of electricity and chemicals. Drugs affect the body by manipulation of these; forcing the
production of some chemical or another, inhibiting the transfer of messages across the nerve
channels or fooling the full operation by imitating a nervous chemical. Communication of info
between nerve cells is accomplished by movement of chemicals through the small gap
between them called the synapse. These chemicals are classified as neurotransmitters, and
there are about 60 of which, each apparently using its own specific message. One
neurotransmitter might communicate the message to consume; another sends a signal of
fatigue or of fear.

Serotonin, the nervous chemical most impacted by MDMA, offers quite a bit to do with mood,
feelings of ale as well as the capability to think and don't forget. MDMA forces unnaturally
huge amounts of serotonin to be released in the brain, resulting in the user to try out artificial
feelings of empathy or wellness. But there isnrrrt an unlimited way to obtain serotonin inside
the neurological system also it can not be replenish as rapidly as it is used consuming MDMA,
leading to depression, often severe.

MDMA can be related in structure and effects to methamphetamine, which has been proven to
cause degeneration of nerve cells containing another neurotransmitter, dopamine. Harm to
these nerve cells may be the underlying source of the motor disturbances affecting
Parkinson's disease. Symptoms of this complaint start out with deficiency of coordination and
tremors, and will eventually produce a form of paralysis. In our detox rehab centers, the effects
and damages on this drug are obvious.


